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Research Update No. 16, December 2020, revised July 2021 

 

India’s break-out from Gondwana –  

how to escape from a confined space 

 

Context 

This note attempts to convey the thinking behind the story of India’s initial break-out from Gondwana in the 

Early Cretaceous as portrayed in our geometrical models. Whereas the problem may, at first sight, appear to 

be lacking in constraints (such as marine magnetic anomalies), careful thinking and iterative modelling shows 

that the number of distinct options is actually very limited.  There is, we argue, little room for manoeuvre 

within existing data without inventing unlikely scenarios or violating basic rules of global tectonics, such as 

(1) no overlapping of continental landmasses and (2) ensuring steady forward growth of ocean crust, i.e. 

without consumption of new ocean crust once created.  India is initially surrounded by continental masses 

on three sides, restricting many options. The story is supported by paleomaps presented at the end of the 

text and an animation that can be found on the website www.reeves.nl.  

The initial draft of this Update was completed late in 2020 and predated by only a few weeks the adoption of 

the 2020 Geological Time Scale in all our work. Its release was delayed while the model was reworked in the 

first six months of 2021.  The model of late-2020 (CR20BBJL) differs only in details from the current one 

(CR21BBHQ).  The refinements of 2021 reinforce the earlier concepts. 

Figure 1 shows the paths of a point common to Africa, Antarctica and India respectively that were originally 

identical in our Gondwana reassembly, off the southern tip of India.  The paths are plotted against our fixed-

mantle-plume reference frame.  Despite the change in time scale and subsequent adjustments to the model, 

both old and new models show several robust features.  The northward path of Africa is fairly consistent.  

Four events emerge for the paths of Antarctica and India (Figure 1): 

A. At about184 Ma East Gondwana (Antarctica and India) start to separate from West Gondwana 

(Africa). 

B. At about 155 Ma, Antarctica and India start moving southward more quickly than they were 

previously following Africa loosely to the north. 

C. At 143 Ma, India starts to separate from Antarctica but still follows it more closely than it does 

Africa. 

D. Around 117 Ma, when Madagascar joins Africa, India stops following Antarctica southwards and 

starts moving to the NE.  This movement accelerates markedly after about 90 Ma. 

The thinking behind model development has followed similar paths throughout.  Several iterations of the 

plate circuit have refined some details, the most recent (CR21BBHQ) trying more carefully to delay 

unsubstantiated movement between India and Madagascar as long as possible without offending other 

constraints.  Since this India-Madagascar connection is the closure of the plate circuit, it has taken much 
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effort to ensure that errors and uncertainties are placed where data is least reliable at all times. The 

following explanation from December 2020 has been only lightly edited in June 2021. 

Jurassic times 

We start with the Gondwana reassembly published in Research Update No 14 (September 2020) and 

consider the separation of East Gondwana (EGO) from West Gondwana (WGO) in the interval 184.2 to 154.9 

Ma (GTS2020).  We retain India, along with Madagascar, in their reassembly position as part of EGO in this 

interval.  Evidence to support this includes the similar distances between pairs of early marine magnetic 

anomalies on the Africa plate off Somalia and Mozambique (WGO) and their conjugates off Madagascar and 

Antarctica respectively.  Our tight reassembly of East Gondwana must be retained for at least 29 myr for 

these distances to remain closely similar.  We are also not aware of any evidence of rifting within East 

Gondwana during Early and Middle Jurassic times.  (When was the earliest rifting between Australia and 

Antarctica?  In this model, Australia remains fixed to Antarctica until 145 Ma.) 

The spreading direction between EGO and WGO changes markedly at about 154.94 Ma (GTS2020) with EGO 

turning to a more southerly-oriented path against WGO.  The position of Antarctica with respect to Africa is 

well constrained by marine magnetic anomalies (Mueller & Jokat, 2019) after this time but the anomalies 

between Madagascar and east Africa are less well defined.  While the hidden geology off the east coast of 

 

Figure 1. Paths of a point common to Africa (blue), India (green) and Antarctica (grey) plotted on the global mantle 

plume reference frame.  The centre of curvature (i.e. Euler interval pole) of the Davie FZ and the proto-Owen FZ both 

lie on the fault off Western Australia, as shown by the concentric circles. This point, anchored to the India plate, 

progresses northward along this Australian fault line (shown by red circles) while the Davie and Owen FZs are active in 

pure strike-slip mode, 143-117 Ma.  The main events, A, B, C and D are described in the text.  Note that, once 

Madagascar comes to rest as part of the Africa plate (the timing of the figure), the fault off NE Madagascar has the 

same geometry as the by-then-defunct Davie FZ. 
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Madagascar and the west coast of India are both little explored, we have admitted the possibility of a small 

rifting event between the two starting at this time with the ‘risk’ of Madagascar becoming isolated from 

both parts of Gondwana.  By 142.3 Ma (M18, GTS2020) we have allowed 68 km of extension at the north 

end of the rift (off the Bombay High), tapering to zero at the south end of Madagascar, the rifting being 

slightly transtensional. 

At around 143 Ma (Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary) the long, straight, N-S oriented transform separating the 

Madagascar plate from the Africa plate since 155 Ma had to start morphing into the familiar, arcuate Davie 

FZ.  The arcuate DFZ then defines the long path of Madagascar’s remaining trajectory against Africa until it 

reaches it stationary position at about 117 Ma.  Our model has India and Australia still in their ‘fit’ position 

against Antarctica until 142.3 Ma.  This may need some revision when more recent interpretation of the 

Australia-Antarctica rifting history is obtained. 

At 142.3 Ma (M18, begin Berriasian, GTS2020) our model starts, slowly at first, opening the rift between 

India (including greater India) and Antarctica-Australia.  At this time, the position of Antarctica against Africa 

is well constrained by marine magnetic anomaly data.  A lower degree of certainty confines the position of 

Madagascar.  Nevertheless, it seems certain that the position of India between Madagascar and Antarctica 

can be little different from the original Gondwana ‘fit’ positions of the three.  Separation of India from 

Australia-Antarctica must be limited on account of little room for movement relative to all its neighbouring 

fragments at what is now the southern end of India; published interpretations of the positions of 

Madagascar against Africa and of Antarctica against Africa at this time allow only just enough room for 

southernmost India and Sri Lanka between Madagascar and Antarctica.  Advocates of looser fits should note, 

therefore, that even our tight ‘fit’ for East Gondwana may not actually be quite tight enough. 

At the other end of (Greater) India, 3400 km to the east, the movement of Greater India against Australia 

must lead to the creation of the prominent transform fault running NW from the west coast of Australia.  

Marine magnetic anomalies here, off Perth, punctuate - and so constrain - the timing of this opening.  A 

great circle drawn perpendicular to the fault off WA must pass through the initial instantaneous rotation 

pole that defines strike-slip on this transform (Figure 2).  The line passes through southernmost Madagascar.   

The SE coast of India, south of the Krishna-Godavari delta, and the eastern coastline of Sri Lanka form a 

straight fault line against the conjugate margin of Antarctica in our reassembly.  A great circle normal to this 

second line also passes through southern Madagascar (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Pure strike-

slip on the two (red) 

fault features defines 

an initial 

instantaneous 

rotation pole for 

India against 

Antarctica that leads 

to extension along 

the whole of the 

India-Antarctica 

margin with 

extension reducing 

from east to west. 
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Our model has slow anti-clockwise rotation for India with respect to Antarctica about a pole near here (i.e. 

rifting between the east coast of India and Antarctica) from the start of the Cretaceous. Note from Figure 2 

that, if India and Madagascar retain their relative positions, Madagascar will put the Davie FZ into 

compression with this initial rotation. Eventually (130-125 Ma, approx.), dextral strike-slip on the Mwembishi 

FZ crossing Africa (Reeves and Teasdale, 2019; https://www.reeves.nl/upload/The-creation-of-the-African-

margins-revised.pdf ) will make more room for Madagascar to rotate in this fashion. 

 

Early Cretaceous 

By 130.68 Ma (M7, Hauterivian, GTS2016) we have opened India (with Greater India/Tibet firmly attached) 

away from Antarctica-Australia such that the M7 anomaly off Western Australia is equidistant from the 

margins of Australia and Greater India with pure strike-slip on the fault off WA.  The coastal fault off SE India 

is still slightly transtensional and Madagascar has advanced southwards on the arc of the Davie FZ to exactly 

keep pace with India, i.e. no (further) rifting between it and India in this period.  Note that the rotational 

movement of India gives dextral strike slip on the fault off WA as well as on the transform separating the 

ocean off NW India from that off Somalia.  The latter contact line will, much later, develop into the sinistral 

Owen FZ but is dextral initially.  India is thus able to rotate within the confines of the other continents that 

surround it to the east and west while opening a new ocean between itself and Antarctica.  The 

development of Neo-Tethys continues to India’s north. 

This mechanism persists with only a slight change of rotation pole until 121.4 Ma (M0, Barremian, GTS2020).  

By this time, Madagascar has almost reached the end of its southward travel against Africa.  The movement 

of Madagascar against Africa is still confined to the arc of the Davie FZ with the proto-Owen fracture zone 

sharing the same India-Madagascar vs Africa pole until Madagascar comes to rest (117.3 Ma in model 

CR21BBHQ).  There is thus still no need to invent further rifting between India and Madagascar in this 

interval. 

By about 117 Ma, Madagascar is at reast with respect to Africa while India continues southwards for a time.  

This movement is pure strike-slip off NE Madagascar with dextral transtension along the longer join between 

Madagascar and India. By about 100 Ma (Early Albian) this comes to a halt and India, Africa and Madagascar 

form ‘North Gondwana’ while South America, Antarctica and Australia (‘South Gondwana’) move south at 

similar velocities with only slight opening between Antarctica and South America at this time.  (This gives rise 

to the Anomaly-T hiatus recorded in spreading in the Weddell Sea).  Note also that the well-defined 

positions of Madagascar and Antarctica against Africa still leave little room for alternative positions for the 

southern tip of India (and hence Sri Lanka) before Madagascar joins the Africa plate at about 117 Ma.  

Constructing oceans that grow consistently around Sri Lanka has proved to be one of the most difficult parts 

of the modelling process.  Taken optimistically, the difficulty in finding a fully workable solution here 

suggests that our present might be close to a unique and correct one. The exact position of Antarctica, once 

the Cretaceous Quiet Zone has started, is probably the biggest source of uncertainty. 

Late Cretaceous 

Until about 100.5 Ma (GTS2020) – start Late Cretaceous, in the middle of the Cretaceous Quite Zone – we 

have more dextral transtension between India and Madagascar to bring India to the more southerly position 

from which it will start its rapid northwestward journey and to make space for the development of what will 

become the Mascarene fragments within the rifted space between the two. Careful matching of fracture 

zones off Sri Lanka and Antarctica at around 90 Ma suggests that this distance was still quite small (<150 km 

off SE Madagascar?) even at this late time. 

https://www.reeves.nl/upload/The-creation-of-the-African-margins-revised.pdf
https://www.reeves.nl/upload/The-creation-of-the-African-margins-revised.pdf
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We time the outbreak of the Marion plume and the emplacement of the onshore basalts of SW Madagascar 

(and St Mary’s Islands off SW India) at about 89 Ma.  By 83.64 Ma (same in both time scales) and the oldest 

of the Cenozoic marine magnetic anomalies which constrain paleo-positions for all the southern continents 

(C34), India has already started to move NE, away from Madagascar and Africa.  The outbreak of the Marion 

plume leaves volcanic edifices (mainly on the seafloor) between India and Madagascar (the Mascarene 

fragments), south of Madagascar (the Madagascar Rise) and south of India (Cormorin Ridge).  The older 

ocean around Sri Lanka moves NE with it, the 85 Degrees East Ridge moving dextrally against the well-

preserved NE-striking FZ off Antarctica.  The C-series anomalies from 83.64 Ma (C-34) – together with 

keeping the two halves of the Vishnu FZ and the well-defined three FZs off Sri Lanka colinear – define India’s 

movements from this time onwards.  Note that the SW end of the Vishnu FZ is on the Madagascar Rise 

fragment and not Madagascar itself and so travels south with the Madagascar Rise in the period 

(approximately 83-63 Ma) when it was separating from Madagascar. We now envisage the Madagascar Rise 

as an Iceland-like feature that rode the India-Madagascar-Antarctica triple junction for a while in this 

complex part of the ocean. 

 

Vishnu FZ and the Cenozoic 

The history of the Vishnu FZ is interesting since it has undergone activity that sets it apart from most other 

transforms in that it has seldom actually been a real transform at all.  Initially it was the boundary between 

the India-Madagascar spreading system and the India-Madagascar Rise spreading system.  It had developed 

a length of about 2700 km by the time the mid-ocean ridge in the basin between Madagascar and the 

Mascarene fragments became defunct at about 63 Ma (Paleocene).  During this time interval it was a leaky 

transform, expanding laterally to accommodate the southward movement of the Madagascar Rise against 

Madagascar.   

The demise of the active Mascarene Basin, however, signalled a ridge jump in the ocean north (but not 

south) of the Vishnu FZ at about 63 Ma.  A new ridge started almost 2000 km further NE, very close to the 

coastline of India, offset from that between Sri Lanka and Antarctica that persisted in place.  At least 1400 

km of dextral movement then occurred on this central section of the Vishnu FZ (a true transform for a while) 

until the widespread ridge reorganisation at about 45 Ma (Eocene). 

The new spreading system created a new ridge that separated the Vishnu FZ into two separate parts with 

the onset of ‘Regime Four’ spreading in the Indian Ocean (Reeves and de Wit, 2000) that is essentially the 

ridge system active today.  Our model has little-to-no relative movement between India and Australia after 

that time (43 Ma). 

Repeated viewing of an animation is recommended to appreciate what is described here only in words.  Still 

images every 2 myr from 160 to 40 Ma for the earlier Model CR20BBJL using the GTS2016 timescale may be 

viewed on Google Photos here:  https://photos.app.goo.gl/kVZ6Rgy6nKD9JoAf7.  Unfortunately, the only 

slide transition available in Google Photos does not give a satisfactory animation effect if you use their 

‘slideshow’ option but the sequence of stills ends with an animated GIF that may be more helpful.  A 

Powerpoint (15 MB) with a more satisfactory animation is available on request.  The rotation poles used in 

both models are given in Tables 1 and 2 below. A similar animation with the CR21BBHQ model of July 2021 is 

planned. 

Colin Reeves 

2020 December 2, 

Revised 2021 July 8.  

https://photos.app.goo.gl/kVZ6Rgy6nKD9JoAf7
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Table 1:  Interval rotation poles, India – Antarctica  

 

Model CR20ABJL (GTS2016) 

IND-ANT   0.00   33.43  11.48  32.28 -20.42   CR19AAHC - Same pace as AUS-ANT 

IND-ANT   0.00   42.86  11.48  32.28 -24.00   CR19AAHC - 2019 sept 25 -same pole as AUS 25 

IND-ANT   42.86  54.00  16.44   5.64 -11.70   CR20ABJI - 2020 dec 14:same time as ANT-AFR 

IND-ANT   54.00  72.50   2.38   5.56 -20.50   CR20ABJI - 2020 dec 14:same time as ANT-AFR 

IND-ANT   72.50  83.64   1.99  17.73 -13.50   CR20ABJJ - 2020 dec 14 – fit 85decER to ANT 

IND-ANT   83.64  89.00  29.04 -10.95  -7.20   CR20ABJJ - 2020 dec 14 

IND-ANT   89.00 102.14 -50.85 100.24   9.80   CR20ABJL - 2020 dec 15 - no closure MAD-IND 

IND-ANT  102.14 117.00 -35.43  -9.03  -8.60   CR20ABJL - 2020 dec 15: same time as AFR-ANT 

IND-ANT  117.00 124.24 -42.47 -10.60  -6.80   CR20ABJK - 2020 dec 15: M0 off Perth 

IND-ANT  124.24 126.11 -42.47 -10.60  -0.00   CR20ABJK – no movement for a while 

IND-ANT  126.11 132.15 -53.54  27.26  -7.80   CR20ABJK - 2020 dec 15: M7 off Perth 

IND-ANT  132.15 144.32 -58.29  34.62  -6.54   CR20ABJK - 2020 dec 15 - restore old fit 

IND-ANT  144.32 555.0   90.0    0.0    0.0    CR12AAEO - IND fixed to ANT for good 

 

 

 

Model CR21ABHQ (GTS2020) 

IND-ANT   0.00  20.00  11.17  33.63 -10.00   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12 

IND-ANT  20.00  33.43  11.17  33.63 -10.00   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12 

IND-ANT  33.43  43.00  28.18  20.95  -6.42   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12 

IND-ANT  43.00  46.54  28.18  20.95  -2.38   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12 

IND-ANT  46.54  54.00   7.68  -8.84  -8.30   CR21ABAD   2021 may 12 

IND-ANT  54.00  72.50   1.90   4.94 -19.70   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12  

IND-ANT  72.50  83.64  -0.18  15.16 -12.30   CR21ABAD - 2021 may 12 - good fit anom C34 

IND-ANT  83.64  89.00 -24.35 173.54   7.86   CR21BAQI - 2021 mar 19 

IND-ANT  89.00  91.00 -56.81 138.58   1.95   CR21BBHO - 2021 jne 28 - no going back  

IND-ANT  91.00 100.50 -33.76 119.87   4.95   CR21BBHO - 2021 jne 28 - avoid olap on MAD 

IND-ANT 100.50 113.20 -34.54 -16.63  -8.90   CR21BBHP - 2021 jly 05 - avoid jump 

IND-ANT 113.20 117.30  -7.44 -26.61  -2.76   CR21BBHP - 2021 jly 05 - restore cr21bbho 

IND-ANT 117.30 121.40 -52.49  40.69  -6.00   CR21ABHN - 2021 jne 24 - retain posn  Owen FZ 

IND-ANT 121.40 124.70 -61.18  45.97  -1.45   CR21BBHN - 2021 jne 24 - restore cr21bbhl 

IND-ANT 124.70 130.68 -61.53  36.90  -3.57   CR21BBHJ - 2021 jne 21 - opens with ANT-AFR 

IND-ANT 130.68 142.30 -50.07  20.68  -5.90   CR21BBHO - 2021 jne 24 - restore to cr21abah  

IND-ANT 142.30 555.00  90.0    0.0    0.0    CR21ABAO - IND fixed to ANT for good 
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Table 2:  Finite Rotation Poles, India-Africa 

 

Model CR20AAJL (GTS2016) 

300     20.000   -10.700  -138.200    11.820 

300     33.430   -11.128  -131.948    19.617 

300     42.860   -11.526  -128.742    23.066 

300     43.000   -11.561  -128.920    23.172 

300     46.540   -12.358  -132.952    25.907 

300     54.000   -14.690  -139.845    32.318 

300     72.500   -12.572  -148.829    50.231 

300     83.640   -15.009  -149.097    60.555 

300     89.000   -16.145  -152.746    64.116 

300    102.140   -19.782  -157.969    59.211 

300    117.000   -19.729  -156.479    60.101 

300    124.240   -19.444  -154.682    60.571 

300    126.110   -20.654  -154.397    59.517 

300    128.890   -20.852  -152.219    60.755 

300    132.150   -20.255  -149.554    63.954 

300    135.620   -20.791  -147.769    65.297 

300    144.320   -21.451  -143.247    67.953 

300    157.500   -25.026  -139.270    66.769 

300    182.700   -28.317  -138.558    66.985 

 

Model CR21ABHQ (GTS2020) 

300     20.000    -9.899  -134.710     9.687 

300     33.430   -10.679  -130.286    19.341 

300     43.000   -15.487  -132.172    24.713 

300     46.540   -16.894  -132.700    26.726 

300     54.000   -15.715  -142.472    32.338 

300     72.500   -13.332  -150.220    49.638 

300     83.640   -15.193  -150.178    58.671 

300     89.000   -16.245  -153.615    63.187 

300     91.000   -17.153  -154.693    63.041 

300    100.500   -18.047  -156.174    60.890 

300    113.200   -19.193  -154.933    59.733 

300    117.300   -19.979  -155.908    59.024 

300    121.400   -20.538  -151.838    61.455 

300    124.700   -20.602  -150.752    61.955 

300    130.680   -21.185  -147.277    64.356 

300    142.300   -21.224  -143.208    68.175 

300    154.940   -25.052  -139.156    66.965 

300    184.200   -28.334  -138.448    67.186 

300    230.000   -28.334  -138.448    67.186 

300    300.000   -29.063  -139.150    67.488 

300    555.000   -29.063  -139.150    67.488  
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184 Ma  Early Toarcian (GTS2020)   

The Gondwana reassembly with Precambrian fragments reassembled according to the finite rotations in Model 

CR21BBHQ. First outbreak of the Bouvet plume.  Cimmeria rafting off the northern margin of Gondwana. 

155 Ma Late Oxfordian (GTS2020)   

East and West Gondwana have separated but are still intact as two fragments.  Initial NW-SE separation (Africa 

coordinates) about to turn towards N-S.   
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140 Ma  Berriasian (GTS2020) 

Dextral strike-slip starts along the arcuate Davie FZ and between South Africa and Antarctica.  Together they constrain 

the movement of East Gondwana.  Rifting has started between Greater India and Antarctica-Australia. 

 

130 Ma Hauterivian (GTS2020)   

Madagascar follows the arcuate track of the Davie FZ, rotating anti-clockwise away from Africa.  To retain contact 

with India, the latter must also rotate against Africa.  This movement is constrained by dextral strike-slip on the 

prominent fault off Western Australia and the well-defined positions of Madagascar and Antarctica wrt Africa.  
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125 Ma Barremian (GTS2020)  

The known position of Antarctica against Africa now leaves space for Sri Lanka to start separating, first from India and 

then from Antarctica, with dextral transtension south of the Krishna-Godavari delta in the SE Indian offshore. 

 

 

120 Ma Early Aptian (GTS2020) 

The last of the M-series marine magnetic anomalies, M0 (121.4 Ma, GTS2020), defines the amount of opening off 

Western Australia.  Relative positions of India and Madagascar remain unchanged.   
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115 Ma Late Aptian (GTS2020). 

Coast-normal spreading between India and Antarctica sets in (distant pole 5) at about the same time as this occurs in 

the young South Atlantic.  Madagascar has joined with Africa, India continues southwards along the fault off NE 

Madagascar.  Note that relative motions India Antarctica and Africa-Antarctica are by now closely similar. 

 

100 Ma Early Cenomanian (GTS2020) 

Greater India now off the NW corner of the Australian plate.  Mid-ocean ridge off Western Australia becomes extinct.  

Later movement between India and Australia is strike-slip along the Investigator FZ. 

Mid ocean ridges now follow the chain of mantle plumes from Australia to the Central Atlantic.  India 

leaving Madagascar, confined between the Investigator and Owen FZs and driven by the Marion plume.. 
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83.64 Ma C34, Campanian (GTS2020) 

India has started its rapid NE-directed movement following the outbreak of the Marion plume. Sinistral 

movement on the Owen FZ defines its path against Africa. 

 

 

62.5 Ma Paleocene/Danian (GTS2020) 

Demise of the Mascarene basin.  Active ridge jumps 1700 km NE to just west of India, making Vishnu FZ a long-offset 

transform.  Reunion plume gives further stimulus to India’s NE travels.  Situation continues until about 43 Ma. 
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